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ROUNDTABLE
 B U L G A R I A

CHARTERED in 1993 by
RT BELGIUM

No. of TABLES: 2
No. of TABLERS: 23

The centre of the Rondel 
of RT Bulgaria is a golden 
lion rampant over a dark 
red background. It is taken 
from the Coat of Arms of the 

country.

HISTORY:

Round Table life started in Bulgaria in 1993. It was in October of 
1993 that tablers from around the world gathered in Bulgaria to 
join the celebrations for the Charter of RT 1 Sofi a. The mother 
table was RT 67 Antwerp, Belgium.

Harry McNamara, International Offi  cer of RTBI, Mike Roberts, 
Immediate Past IRO, and Manny “BMW” Pattinson, General 
Secretary of RTI, were among the international guests.

The chartering Ceremony took place in the Palace of Culture on 
the weekend of 1-3 October 1993. Harry presented a block and 
gavel to the Bulgarians. Gala dinner celebrations lasted well 
into Sunday morning, while the farewell brunch was the grand 
fi nale with RTBI serving the famous BMWs (Baileys, Malibu and 
Whiskey) cocktail. 

The second Table in Bulgaria was chartered in September 
1994, less than a year from the charter of RT 1 Sofi a. The city 
of Bourgas was a fi ve hour drive from Sofi a (a 250-mile car 
journey at the other end of the country). Most international 
guests arrived in the international airport in Sofi a and from 
there Bulgarian tablers and prospective tablers drove them to 
Bourgas. For the fi rst night entertainment everyone joined in 
the welcome party. An excursion to a nearby resort on Saturday 
preceded the evening charter ceremony in the State Gallery 
of Bourgas. This was followed by a gala dinner which lasted 
well into Sunday morning. RT 2 Bourgas joined the Round Table 
family. The uniqueness of this special occasion was matched by 
the friendship and hospitality of the Tablers from both Bulgarian 
Tables.

In 1996 RT Bulgaria become an associate member of WOCO.

RT 3 Plovdiv was next. It was chartered on 6th February 
1999 by RT 67 Brussels International. The table was initially 
consisting of 13 members. George Anastasov was the fi rst 
Club’s chairman. Since then the club is successfully promoting 
ideas and principles of Round Table.

On the weekend of 12-14 April 2002 the charter ceremony for 
RT Bulgaria took place as a part of the AGM event. The mother 
Association was RT Netherlands.

RT 4 Plovdiv was chartered on the 1st November 2003. RT 4 
Plovdiv was formed through one of the big Charity functions of 
RT 3 Plovdiv. RT 3 Plovdiv since 1999 has started a project to 
help capable young people in the city of Plovdiv. For this scope, 

each year they grant several diff erent scholarships for each one 
of the six universities in the town. 

It is the main goal of RT 3 Plovdiv to grant even more scholarships. 
In 2001 the fi rst charity party trying to raise funds for additional 
scholarships took place and RT 3 Plovdiv had the pleasure to 
welcome its foreign guests participating in the project. The 
primary goal of the project was not only the recognition of the 
most capable students (the moral aspect of the award) but to 
ensure further advance of talented young people. The scholars 
of these scholarships were the core of RT 4 Plovdiv. 

In the autumn of 2013, 20 years after Round Table life started 
in Bulgaria, and inspired by the EMATM in Plovdiv a year ago, 
four guys from Varna started to meet with the dream to create 
a new table in the summer capital of Bulgaria. RT 3 Plovdiv was 
there to help and started to guide them through their way of 
becoming the number 5 Round Table club in Bulgaria.

12 months later the great eff orts of RT 3 Plovdiv fi nally paid off  
and the spirit of Round Table was spread and a new club was 
born – RT 5 Varna. The charter ceremony, took place in Varna 
on the 18th October 2014 with RT 6 Forli, Italy as Godfathers.

Since then, many things were done, a lot of events happened, 
many social activities were completed, but most importantly it 
was the friendship and fellowships for life that were created.

The Rondel of
RT 3 & RT 4 Plovdiv

Photo of the Charter of RT 1 Sofi a

On the weekend of 16-18 September 2016 RT5 Varna, Bulgaria 
and RT 10 Bucharest, Romania become one, with an amazing 
twinning event thrown in Varna, Bulgaria. The weekend event 
included many games, contests and beer and with the signing 
of an offi  cial charter document the two clubs stepped into a new 
era in their relationship and set the beginning of some great 
international initiatives.

The event itself was totally in the spirit of Round Table, with 
many guests from RT3 Plovdiv as well as club 41 Bulgaria. The 
clubs share common values and face common challenges like 
recruiting and activity, but in the end of the day it is the extra 
eff ort that matters, it is this one step further that makes us 
Round Table and will help us grow, get stronger and make the 
World a better place.

Top: Members of RT 3 Plovdiv at the Movember event
Bottom: Members of RT 3 Plovdiv during the Euro 3 in Luxembourg
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The Rondel of 
RT 1 Sofi a

Pin for the 
Charter of RT 3 Plovdiv

Above: Photos from the charter of RT 2 Bourgas

Bottle of Grape Rakia distilled 
and bottled for the Charter of 

RT 4 Plovdiv

Drawing sold at 2005 RT Bulgaria 
AGM organised by RT 4 Plovdiv
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Photo with members of 
RT 3 Plovdiv

INTERNATIONAL EVENTS:

As far as international events, RT Bulgaria and RT 3 Plovdiv 
have been quite active. They have participated in a number 
of international events, like EMATM, EMA IROs meeting, EMA 
STM, Charters of new Tablers and countries and important 
Anniversaries of other Associations. 

STM 2011 & EMATM 2013 & SEMTM 2020 - Plovdiv
RT 3 Plovdiv have also organised in 2011 the EMA STM meeting,  
the 2013 EMATM meeting and the 2020 SEMTM Meeting, all 
three events were in the city of Plovdiv. The conference hotel of 
the EMATM meeting was the Park-hotel Sankt Petersburg”. Day 
trips of the EMATM meeting included a day trip to the city.

PERSONALITIES:

The most important men in the history of RT Bulgaria are:
- Svetlyo Syarov and Dimiter Anastasov.

Also RT Bulgaria has 2 Honorary members:
- Stoyno Rogachev and Ivan Fratev.
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Top: Photo of Valeri Dimitrov with the RT 3 Plovdiv logo on his sleeve
Centre: Photo from the parcels handover of Christmas gifts 
Bottom: Photo from the restoration of the paintings of Bulgarian artist 
Zlatyu Boyadzhiev

Left: Advert for RT 5 Human Football event
Right: The Charter certifi cate between RT 5 Varna (Bulgaria) and RT 
10 Bucharest (Romania)

COMMUNITY SERVICE & CHARITIES:

Orphanage Centre in Bratzigovo
RT 3 Plovdiv is helping an Orphanage Center in Bratzigovo, a 
small town in the Rhodopi Mountains. It has 102 alumni aging 
from 7 up to 18, and is responsible not only for their wellbeing 
but also for their education. Since the launch of the project RT 
3 has rendered fi nancial aid and victuals a couple of times. In 
2001 competent medical attention has been provided at the 
expense of RT 3 Plovdiv. Further steps that are now taking place 
include making provisions for competent psychological care.

Annual Football & Tennis Championship for Kids
RT 3 Plovdiv is also organising an annual Football and Tennis 
Championship for Kids. 

Movember Gala
RT 3 Plovdiv is also organising an annual gala dinner for the 
Movember awareness. They organize a free PSA blood test for 
every man over 40 years. The project was made in collaboration 
with the biggest Hospital in Plovdiv and some sponsors. At the 
end of Movember they had more than 800 men tested and 10% 
positive tests found! We think it is a good and successful project 
that helps in the war with the Prostate Cancer and they plan to 
continue doing it in the future.

Restoration of Paintings of Zlatyu Boyadzhiev
Another project by RT 3 Plovdiv is the fi nancing of the restoration 
of 5 pictures from the great Bulgarian artist Zlatyu Boyadzhiev.

RT 3 Plovdiv - Human Football
In 2017 RT 3 Plovdiv organised a Human table football event. 
The funds collected will be directed to the club’s main project 
- providing 3 scholarships to successful students from higher 
education institutions.

Top 3: Various versions of the 
RT 5 Varna Logo

Bottom 2: RT 5 Varna 1st 
Anniversary’s event pins
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Top: Photo from RT3 Plovdiv Human Football Event 
Centre and Bottom: Photos from the Charter of RT 5 Varna

The logo of the 
EMATM 2013 in Plovdiv

The logo of the 
STM 2011 in Plovdiv, with the 

two Lions found on the Bulgarian 
Coat of Arms
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EMA Association of the year 
2013-2014 award
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Top: Group Photo from the Charter of RT 3 Plovdiv 
Centre: Photo from the RT Bulgaria - Movember event
Bottom: Suitcase for the twinning of RT 5 Varna (Bulgaria) with RT 10 
Bucharest (Romania)

Sponsoring of Karate Valeri Dimitrov
Another project of RT 3 Plovdiv is the sponsoring of Karate 
Valeri Dimitrov. For a number of years RT 3 Plovdiv has been 
making monthly sponsoring payments to this young Karate 
prospect. Valeri Dimitrov is now a 16 times European Karate 
Kiokoshin champion and 3 times World Champion and he is 
always wearing the RT 3 Plovdiv logo on his right shirt sleeve 
when he is fi ghting.

Sponsoring of Chess player Victoria Radeva
Following the successful sponsoring of the Karate Kiokoshin 
champion Valeri Dimitrov, RT 3 Plovdiv decided to sponsor yet 
another young prospect, this time a 12 year old Chess player 
Victoria Radeva. 

Advertisements for
Centre: Expansion in Sofi a

Bottom: RT 3 Plovdiv charity

Photo from the Charter of 
RT 5 Varna
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Top: Members of RT Bulgaria on their way to RTI WM 2017 
Bottom: RT 3 Plovdiv and RT 5 Varna working together for the re-
charter of RT 1 Sofi a

ROUNDTABLE BULGARIA
NATIONAL PRESIDENTS

2002-2003 - Ivaylo Zheglov (RT 3)
2003-2004 - Ivan Fratev (RT 3)
2004-2005 - Todor Kostor (RT 3)
2005-2006 - Pencho Kilijski (RT 3)
2006-2007 - Ivan Darbokliev (RT 3)
2007-2008 - Branimir Teofi lov (RT 3)
2008-2009 - Petar Jordanov (RT 3)
2009-2010 - Vladimir Dobrev (RT 3)
2010-2011 - Kaloyan Mateev (RT 3)
2001-2012 - Hristo Tomov (RT 3)
2012-2013 - Ivaylo Ivanov (RT 3)
2013-2014 - Petko Iliev (RT 3)
2014-2015 - Kostadin Brashnarov (RT 3)
2015-2016 - Kaloyan Mateev (RT 3)
2016-2017 - Kostadin Brashnarov (RT 3)
2017-2018 - Dimitar Vassilev (RT 5)
2018-2019 - Chavdar Turnovaliyski (RT 3)
2019-2020 - Emil Lazarov (RT 5)

RT 5 Varna - Christmas fundraising Party
RT 5 Varna is organizing a fundraising Christmas Party which 
takes place the second week-end of December every year. The 
funds raised go to a diff erent project every year. In 2015 RT 5 
Varna bought a baby incubator for the hospital in Varna and in 
2016 the club supported a foundation taking care of kids with 
diabetes.

RT 5 Varna - Weihnachtsgepack Konvoi
RT 5 Varna is part of the Weihnachtsgepack Konvoi organized 
by RT Germany. In this project RT 5 Varna is organizing the 
distribution of thousands of Christmas presents each year. RT 
5 Varna is also supporting diff erent smaller projects in their 
community - safety for the kids on the road, fi nancial education 
for kids etc.

SUMMARY:

Two very important decisions in the history of RT Bulgaria 
regarding the age rule were taken recently. The fi rst was during 
the RT Bulgaria AGM of 2009 when RT Bulgaria decided to raise 
the age limit to 45 and the second two years later, during the 
RT Bulgaria AGM of 2011 when they decided to go back to 40. 

Nowadays RT Bulgaria has two tables, RT 3 Plovdiv and RT 5 
Varna and together they are working into expanding in other 
areas in Bulgaria. Currently they are working towards the re-
charter of RT 1 which used to be in the capital city of Sofi a. Let’s 
hope they succeed.

Top: Members of RT 5 Varna represented by Dimitar Vassilev, Georgi 
Peychinov and Krasimir Todorov, donated to the Association “Touch 
the Rainbow” and to Dr. Denislava Angelova a check of 3500 leva.
Bottom: Photo from the RT Bulgaria’s Football Championship for Kids

Pin of RT 6 Shumen. The Table 
was unfortunately not chartered

Banner of the Charter weekend 
of RT 1 Sofi a in 1993


